
     PREPARE YOUR CREATIVE AGENCY FOR 
 EXPANDING IN-HOUSE  
VIDEO PRODUCTION 



FACING RISING DEMAND 

FOR VIDEO CONTENT



Creative agencies are experiencing fast-growing 
demand for compelling video content. As clients look 
for new ways to capture and hold the attention of 
their audiences, agencies must incorporate video into 
a comprehensive collection of assets that stretches 
beyond traditional print and TV to social media and 
custom applications.

To accommodate client requests, many agencies 
are bringing video creation in-house or augmenting 
their existing in-house capabilities. Using in-house 
resources can help you deliver video assets faster 
than working with contractors—and speed is critical 
in an environment where producing the freshest 
content can often translate into a real competitive 
advantage for your clients and your agency. 

In-house production can also help you create more 
coordinated, cohesive campaigns that span the full 
breadth of asset types. And importantly, moving video 
production in-house can often help you control costs.

Is your agency looking to bring video in-house? Or are 
you expanding your existing in-house video operation 
to accommodate growing demand?

In either case, planning is critical. In particular, 
finding the right media storage solution will be 
crucial for addressing business and technical 
challenges. You need high-performance, scale-out 
storage that can help you accommodate growth, 
maximize the value of your content, and facilitate 
collaboration—all without breaking the budget.

High-performance, scale-out media storage is 
a must for supporting growing video production. 



IDENTIFYING KEY BUSINESS CHALLENGES  

FOR IN-HOUSE VIDEO



Whether you’re just beginning your video journey or scaling  
up existing resources, there are several business challenges  
to consider.

CONTROL COSTS
First and foremost, you’ll want to support your growing video 
production capabilities without adding excessive costs. Yes, 
purchasing the software, workstations, and storage necessary  
for video production can require some up-front expenditures,  
but you can mitigate them by carefully assessing your short- and 
long-term goals.

What kinds of multimedia will you be creating—short videos for 
social media, or 30- and 60-second spots for SD, HD, and 4K 
multicasting? Do you plan to hire more full-time employees to 
create those videos? Do you anticipate expanding production to 
additional offices? 

A clear understanding of your immediate and expected future needs 
can help you make sure you don’t buy more than you need now while 
also providing a flexible path for the future.

PREPARE FOR CHANGE
No matter what technology solutions you adopt today, you need to 
be sure that you won’t have to rip and replace equipment any time 
soon. You need a storage solution that can start small and grow with 
your agency. Creating more content and adding team members will 
require a storage system that can deliver greater performance and 
capacity while streamlining collaboration.

REUSE AND REMONETIZE CONTENT
Video content keeps its value over time. In many cases, you can 
reuse and remonetize content from completed projects for years to 
come. Whether your client wants to create a new version of a video 
for a different market or reuse B-roll for a new ad, you can eliminate 
the time and costs of re-shooting by drawing from archived material.

Of course, to successfully reuse and remonetize content, you need 
to be able to find and retrieve it quickly and easily. That’s where a 
media asset management (MAM) system can make a big difference. 
If you have to search through disorganized store-room shelves for 
specific physical tapes or optical media, it might be more efficient  
to reshoot.

Agencies are looking to control costs, prepare
for change, and find ways to remonetize content.



DEFINING ESSENTIAL   

STORAGE REQUIREMENTS



How will your plans to begin or expand video production affect your 
storage needs? Your existing storage environment might be fine for 
traditional creative agency projects, but to effectively and efficiently 
support video work, you’ll want a storage environment designed 
specifically for media workflows. The right storage environment 
will enable your team to deliver compelling content while also 
addressing both business challenges and technical requirements.

SCALABILITY
A storage solution should be able to grow with your business. As you 
win bids for new video projects and incorporate video into more of 
your clients’ omni-channel campaigns, you’ll need ways to expand 
storage capacity quickly and easily—without having to frequently 
replace systems. Scalable storage will also be essential as you 
move toward high dynamic range (HDR), and 4K and higher formats, 
which create larger files and therefore require more storage 
capacity.

A scalable, integrated archive will be important for storing a growing 
number of completed projects. The right archive solution will enable 
your team to easily reuse and remonetize content.

An integrated archive can also help you protect content as you take 
on more projects. By archiving content on ingest, you can make sure 
it remains available in the event production files are damaged or lost 
during the post-production process. The archive is also essential for 
ensuring that capacity on your more expensive primary storage is 
optimized—a key to controlling costs.

COLLABORATION
As you build and expand your video team, you’ll need a storage 
solution that facilitates collaboration. Multiple editors—and any 
colorists, video effects artists, or other team members you might 
hire—should have shared access to production files, regardless 

of whether they are located in the same office or dispersed across 
the country. At the same time, you’ll want to enable internal team 
members and your clients to review work in progress.

FLEXIBILITY 
Your storage solution needs the flexibility to support multiple 
performance requirements from your team. For example, your 
editors should have high-performance, low-latency access to 
production files. On the other hand, a bit of latency is fine for creative 
directors and clients who need to access videos for review purposes.

The storage environment you choose should also support the full 
range of applications and operating systems used by your team 
members. Editors should be able to easily access files regardless of 
whether they’re using Adobe Premiere Pro, Sony Vegas Pro, or Avid 
Media Composer on Mac, Windows, Linux, or UNIX machines. 

MULTI-TIER ENVIRONMENT
Your video storage environment should allow you to match the right 
type of storage with each stage of your workflow. For example, 
post-production tasks—such as editing, color correction, and visual 
effects creation—require high-performance primary storage that 
provides fast access to large high-resolution files. But once your 
team completes each project, you need to move files off of those 
high-performance disks to more cost-effective storage, such as a 
data tape archive or cloud storage, so you can preserve that valuable 
capacity while controlling costs.

An integrated, multi-tier storage environment can provide the 
right balance of performance, access speed, and cost. Choosing a 
solution with intelligent data movement capabilities can help you 
optimize utilization of those tiers without excessive administrative 
complexity.

Creating video requires storage designed 
specifically for video workflows.



PREPARE YOUR STORAGE INFRASTRUCTURE    
WITH QUANTUM STORNEXT



Quantum StorNext® shared storage and data management solutions 
can help your agency address immediate business goals while 
laying the foundation for future growth. StorNext data management 
software is the industry’s fastest file system—and it seamlessly 
integrates multiple storage tiers into a single environment, creating 
an end-to-end storage solution.

SCALABILITY
Want to start small? Not a problem. Choose a StorNext solution 
featuring Quantum Xcellis® workflow storage appliances to meet 
your short-term needs. When you’re ready to expand, Xcellis 
systems can scale to billions of files and petabytes of data,  
so you can support a rapidly growing collection of video content.  
The modular design of StorNext solutions simplifies expansion  
and allows you to scale performance and capacity independently.

Quantum Scalar® tape archives are also powered by StorNext, and 
help you preserve content in cost-effective, high-capacity storage. 
Integration with your primary storage environment allows team 
members to quickly and easily retrieve archived files for reuse.

COLLABORATION
Whether you have a small video team in a single location or a large 
group of contributors dispersed across the globe, you need ways  
to facilitate collaboration. The StorNext platform provides a single-
namespace environment for shared media creation and distribution. 
You can support a wide array of simultaneous users who can access 
content wherever it resides.

FLEXIBILITY
StorNext solutions give you the flexibility to support both storage 
area network (SAN) and network-attached storage (NAS) 
environments. That means you can give editors high-performance, 
low-latency access to the production files they need while also 
providing cost-effective connectivity for creative directors and 
clients who are reviewing in-progress work.

With StorNext, you can also support a full array of applications  
and client operating systems. Your video team can use its  
preferred post-production applications on Windows, Linux, and  
Mac operating systems.

Integration with MAM systems and post-production applications 
allows you to protect your existing investments while streamlining 
key content management functions. For example, project-based 
archiving from within Avid systems enables your team to easily—and 
completely—preserve work and then reinstate it quickly in the future.

INTELLIGENT TIERING
The unified StorNext architecture allows you to create an integrated, 
multi-tier environment. You can bring together high-performance 
primary storage, object storage, a data tape archive, and cloud 
storage in a single environment. Intelligent, policy-based data 
movement capabilities help you automatically move content to the 
optimal tier. You can maximize utilization of your systems while 
controlling storage costs and minimizing administrative burdens.

Build a scalable storage environment that  
meets the rigorous requirements of video.

Streamlining Collaboration  
with StorNext 6 
StorNext 6 is our latest software version and incorporates 
key capabilities to improve collaboration among creative 
agency team members. For example, FlexSpace™ lets 
you avoid duplicating content 
while supporting geographically 
distributed staff. Capitalizing on 
public or private cloud storage, 
your team members can easily 
access the same data set from 
any location at any time. 



CONQUERING REAL-WORLD AGENCY CHALLENGES      
with QUANTUM STORNEXT



Preparing for continued large-scale video growth

BACKGROUND: Part of advertising and 
public relations giant WPP, Hogarth 
Worldwide is a fast-growing marketing 
implementation company with more than 
20 offices around the world. Hogarth  
specializes in broadcast, print and  
digital production, post-production,  
computer-generated imagery (CGI),  
and language localization services.

CHALLENGE: The agency needed a  
storage solution that could support  
a high-performance, collaborative  
workflow across multiple sites and  
platforms, and easily scale to support 
future needs. 

SOLUTION OVERVIEW:  
�   Quantum StorNext with Xcellis  

workflow storage appliances

�   Q-Series RAID arrays

KEY BENEFITS:

�   Accelerated design cycles with a  
collaborative workflow that capitalizes 
on a high-performance Fibre Channel 
environment

�   Seamlessly transitioned to StorNext by 
taking advantage of Xsan compatibility

�   Prepared for future growth with the 
ability to scale performance and  
capacity independently

�   Preserved existing investments and 
maximized flexibility by supporting 
Mac, Linux, UNIX, and Windows client 
platforms

�   Controlled costs by implementing  
multiple storage tiers, including disk, 
tape, and cloud 

READ THE FULL CASE STUDY:  
www.quantum.com/customerstories/ 
hogarthworldwide

One constant since Hogarth’s early days has  
been Quantum’s StorNext. We started  
converting Xsan environments to StorNext  
very early to take advantage of its flexibility, 
performance, and scale. And it gave us the 
capability to let our teams collaborate on projects 
no matter what platform they were using.

Nick Wood,  
Production systems manager, Hogarth

“  “
Hogarth Worldwide

http://www.quantum.com/customerstories/hogarthworldwide/index.aspx?utm_source=collateral&utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=st02189
http://www.quantum.com/customerstories/hogarthworldwide/index.aspx?utm_source=collateral&utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=st02189


Securing valuable content—now and for the future 

BACKGROUND: TBWA Australia is part of 
TBWA Global, one of the largest advertising 
and creative agencies in the world,  
with over 12,000 employees in 200 offices 
and a client list that includes many major 
global brands, including Apple, Adidas, 
and Nissan.

CHALLENGE: TBWA Australia needed to 
better protect in-progress work and 
completed content, and maintain availability 
while reducing administrative time and 
complexity. 

SOLUTION OVERVIEW:  
�   Quantum StorNext with Xcellis  

workflow storage appliances
�   Q-Series RAID arrays
�   StorNext AEL tape archive
�   Q-Cloud™ archive

KEY BENEFITS:

�   Streamlined editing and simplified 
collaboration with direct sharing of files 
over SAN

�   Reduced overhead time for editors and 
IT by hundreds of hours per year with an 
end-to-end fully automated workflow 

�   Improved content protection with 
automatic tape backup for both work in 
progress and finished assets

�   Enabled editors to reuse and remonetize 
content with fast access to finished work

�   Gained scalable disaster recovery 
protection with an integrated cloud 
archive

 

READ THE FULL CASE STUDY:  
www.quantum.com/customerstories/tbwa

We all sleep much better knowing that all the 
data is safe both on tape and in the cloud. And we 
had an immense gain in productivity from the 
automation—all the steps we used to have to do 
manually are now taken care of automatically, 
saving us hundreds of hours a year in overhead.

Jaymz Hingert, 
Regional IT manager, TBWA Australia

“  “
TBWA Australia

http://www.quantum.com/customerstories/tbwa/index.aspx?utm_source=collateral&utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=st02189


Enhancing workflow efficiency across a large, dispersed team

BACKGROUND: Optimus is a multi-faceted 
creative services company with 100 
full-time employees located in Chicago, 
Illinois and Santa Monica, California.  
The Chicago office combines a full-service 
video post-production house with an 
in-house stage and production arm.  
The Santa Monica office is a creative 
boutique.

CHALLENGE: Optimus wanted to increase 
the efficiency of its end-to-end workflow, 
reducing delays for its 100-person team  
as projects move among designers, 
editors, and colorists using a wide range  
of Windows and Mac applications.  
The company needed to eliminate 
time-consuming and labor-intensive 
manual processes, including copying and 
moving digital files between workstations. 

SOLUTION OVERVIEW:  
�   Quantum StorNext file system
�   StorNext Storage Manager with  

a Scalar tape library

KEY BENEFITS:

�   Provided an end-to-end workflow by 
enabling seamless file sharing across 
platforms

�   Reduced capacity requirements by 
minimizing the need to copy files

�   Enhanced data protection while allowing 
fast and easy reuse of content

�   Reduced tape costs by at least 90%—
saving thousands of dollars per month

 
 

READ THE FULL CASE STUDY  
AND WATCH THE VIDEO:  
www.quantum.com/optimus

Quantum is really a solution meant for  
media and entertainment, the kind of work we 
do. Quantum has become basically what we 
use for archiving everything. It is our archive  
for all of our Flames, all of our Smokes,  
our VFX guys, [and] our graphic guys.

Ken Winke, 
Technical director, Optimus

“  “
Optimus

http://www.quantum.com/customerstories/optimus/index.aspx?utm_source=collateral&utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=st02189


ABOUT QUANTUM
Quantum is a leading expert in scale-out tiered storage, archive, and data protection, providing solutions for capturing, sharing, 
and preserving digital assets over the entire data lifecycle. From small businesses to major enterprises, more than 100,000 
customers have trusted Quantum to address their most demanding data workflow challenges. Quantum’s end-to-end,  
tiered storage foundation enables customers to maximize the value of their data by making it accessible whenever and 
wherever needed, retaining it indefinitely and reducing total cost and complexity. See how at www.quantum.com.
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Demand for captivating video will continue to rise. Creative agencies 
large and small are augmenting in-house video capabilities so 
they can incorporate more video assets into comprehensive client 
campaigns. Whether you’re taking the first steps toward in-house 
video production or increasing your existing video resources to keep 
up with demand, you need a storage environment designed to meet 
the rigorous requirements of this medium.

Quantum StorNext solutions can help support your business goals 
and meet your technical requirements for video. With StorNext, you 
can size your environment for short-term needs and scale as your 
video work grows without expensive ripping and replacing. StorNext 
also helps facilitate collaboration among an expanding team, and 
supports a wide array of client applications and platforms. You can 
create an integrated, multi-tier environment that provides your 
users with all the capabilities they need while controlling costs.

EXPAND IN-HOUSE VIDEO CREATION WITH STORNEXT

READY TO LEARN MORE?
Discover how Quantum StorNext solutions can help you ramp up video production for your creative agency. 
Visit us at www.quantum.com/solutions/ad-and-creative-agencies.

http://www.quantum.com?utm_source=collateral&utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=st02189
http://www.quantum.com?utm_source=collateral&utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=st02189
http://www.quantum.com/solutions/ad-and-creative-agencies/index.aspx?utm_source=collateral&utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=st02189

